
RUNJIKOL'S ARMOUR, EQUIPMENT & CYBERNETICS
Most of this gear is designed to fill in price-point and performance gaps that I saw in the Lock'N'Load books. Some of the equipment
is there simply because it isn't described and I was inspired to present it. Armour packages are one of the better things listed in LnL
books and I've jumped on that band wagon. As the boys at SSDC say, “It's a big universe, and just about anything goes.” Hope you
enjoy the material.
-Runjikol
http://runjikol.wordpress.com/battlelords
http://groups.yahoo.com/battlelords/files
runjikol@yahoo.com

Abbreviations: THR, threshold; Ch, chest; Abd, abdomen.

BODY ARMOUR
ARMOUR INTEGRITY ABSORPTION RATING

TYPE THR CH. ABD. ARM LEG CH. ABD. ARM LEG ENC ELE EMP FIR CLD COST

Colonial 4 26 26 13 26 20 20 10 20 11 25 15 40 35 6,000
Elitra 5 50 50 25 50 30 30 15 30 13 45 30 100 20 25,000
Elitra Plus 6 56 56 28 56 34 34 17 34 15 79 30 100 55 80,000
LTC Light 6 60 60 30 60 40 40 20 40 24 45 55 90 66 150,000

HEAVY ARMOUR
ARMOUR INTEGRITY ABSORPTION RATING

TYPE THR CH. ABD. ARM LEG CH. ABD. ARM LEG ENC ELE EMP FIR CLD COST

Krome 7 70 70 35 70 54 54 27 54 26 45 75 90 65 260,000
Stormer 8 40 40 20 40 50 50 25 50 15 99 89 99 99 185,000
KDA 10 72 72 36 72 90 90 45 90 10 95 88 75 85 380,000
LTC Heavy 10 90 90 45 90 78 78 39 78 28 45 75 90 65 380,000
GalCorp K 14 100 100 50 100 80 80 40 80 13 100 95 100 100 1.0M

REGENERATION ARMOUR
ARMOUR INTEGRITY ABSORPTION RATING

TYPE THR CH. ABD. ARM LEG CH. ABD. ARM LEG ENC ELE EMP FIR CLD COST

KDA-2 10 72 72 36 72 90 90 45 90 12 95 88 75 85 635,000

ARMOUR PACKAGES

ARMOUR INTEGRITY ABSORPTION RATING

TYPE THR CH. ABD. ARM LEG CH. ABD. ARM LEG ENC ELE EMP FIR CLD COST

Ruckus 4 24 24 12 24 8 8 4 8 19 40 30 60 60 10,000
Lomex 5 20 20 10 20 26 26 13 26 37.6 70 45 65 65 25,000
NoCom 4 30 30 15 30 8 8 4 8 18.1 40 25 35 35 31,275
Flagbearer 5 26 26 13 26 36 36 18 36 49.3 75 75 70 75 45,000
Indurate 5 20 20 10 20 26 26 13 26 54 70 45 65 65 48,000
Shrike 6 14 14 7 14 20 20 10 20 1.2 60 35 25 25 325,000
Pagan 10 72 72 36 72 90 90 45 90 17.8 95 88 75 85 700,000
Myrmidon 12 32 32 16 32 28 28 14 28 36.5 100 90 92 100 1.0M

HELMETS
HELMET THR AI AR ENC ELE EMP FIR CLD COST

AKMH-2 7 12 10 4 20 35 55 60 1,500
Elitra  Helm 7 7 9 2 45 40 70 75 2,000
DH-1c 9 8 5 3 35 70 50 50 3,000
ARK Sallet 9 11 11 4 48 48 60 65 5,500
Rook 11 16 23 5 75 70 78 70 200,000
KDA Sallet 18 28 32 6 85 95 85 75 85,000
Aquiline 22 30 60 8 90 80 85 65 450,000



ARMOUR OPTIONS

ARMOUR OPTIONS SIZE ENC LOCATION COST

Environmental Scrubber 4 4 Abdomen 5,000

HESK (Hostile Environment Survival Kit) 3 & 4 8 Abdomen & Chest 10,000

Micro Air/Methane-supply 1 1 Helmet, Chest or Abdomen 100

Small Air/Methane-supply 1 2 Helmet, Chest or Abdomen 400

Battle Ranger 0 0 Helmet 2500

Combat Ranger 0 0 Helmet 1500

Cougar 0 0 Helmet 2750

Junior Ranger 0 0 Helmet 100

Lynx 0 0 Helmet 2000

Ranger 0 0 Helmet 170

Ridge Ranger 0 0 Helmet 250

Smilodon 0 0 Helmet 6500

Tiger 0 0 Helmet 4000

Wilds Ranger 0 0 Helmet 300

BODY ARMOUR

Colonial: This armour used to be standard issue for some planetary riot police and light infantry units on tech level 2-4 worlds but has
since been replaced with more suitable defence suits. However, many isolated worlds and those that are struggling economically, hang on
these armour suits for their cost-effectiveness.

Elitra: Elitra is an EDF (Epoch, Dansen and Faraday) product that is popular in the Draco galaxy and some parts of Fornax. It has not been
fielded back in the core worlds but that doesn’t mean it isn’t worth the credits: massive absoption and integrity puts it just above Bear in
performance and cost. It is made out of “chitinium” a poly-alloy replica of insect chitin.

Elitra Plus: Improved Elitra more for hostile response teams and special operation arms of planetary police keeps this unit on the re-
order lists. Competes directly in the market with Kodiak and the Gorilla Suit.

LTC Light: Bulky, heavy and expensive. LTC Light is anything but light; except in production costs. Its one good point is lots of armour
integrity.

HEAVY ARMOUR

Krome: Slightly better value for money compared to  this heavy armour is made to have lots of integrity as defence against disintegrators
and ends up doing that middling and everything else poorly. Produced by LTC.

Stormer: GalPol use this armour for entry team members in assault operations in urban environments. It is popular and a good
investment.

LTC Heavy: Middling quality heavy armour that will perform well with high integrity and decent absorption.

KDA: Great value heavy armour that is often used by experienced mercenary teams when they expect intense combat. Free paint job to
buyer’s specifications and a can of Camo Chameleon Spray.

GalCorp K: GalCorp fielded this armour for Hostile Alien Life-form encounters in an attempt to cover all attack types well. It is only sold to
branches of the Galactic Armed Forces at this time.

REGENERATION ARMOUR

KDA-2: take the already excellent KDA heavy armour, add regeneration absorption layers (RGM: 2d6) and sell it for a very reasonable
price, then you have the KDA-2.



ARMOUR PACKAGES

Ruckus (10,000cr): The Ruckus is a package intended for rookie merc's. It is based on the idea a rookie mercenary will be able to spend
10,000cr on armour and helmet. The design tries to pack in survivability for the price. Chassis is AKMB, helmet is AKMH and it packs
enough ablative liner to keep the wearer alive after one or two laser hits. The Ruckus package will save its purchaser about 2,400cr which
is pretty good for those just starting out. Some mega-corporations are buying the package in bulk to make sure it's available to rookies just
out of basic training.
Options:

Ablative Liner (20 points, 3/location + 2 for head)
Micro Air-supply (base of 1 hour)
Rebreather (times 18 air supply)
Environmental Containment
QSU-E
Rad-liner (+75 SMR)

Accessories:
Tactical vest (LnL: Armor, pg 83) containing;

3 BRI
Poncho
Digi-compass/GPS
Slap bandage

Total encumbrance is 19.

Lomex (25,000cr): Take a suit of Bear-2, add the AKHM-2, and tack on useful field operation armour options and you have the Lomex.
This is a standard armour package presented to new recruits of LMX Conglomerates in Draco galaxy.
Options:

Ablative Liner (28 points; 4 points per location, including helmet)
Air Supply (8 hours)
Auto Medical Response (Bear-2): MBRI: 5, Necromal: 2, Rad-Serum: 1, Chem Redox: 1, Bio Redox: 1
Binoculars (helmet; +20 sighting range brackets 3-7)
Camouflage Unit
Environmental Containment
QSU-E (repairs tears in environmental containment)
RGM system (Bear-2): 2d4 absorption regenerated at the end of the next combat round

Total encumbrance is 37.6.
The Lomex package presents a saving of 2,650cr.

NoCom (31,275cr): Is only for Humans because it is based on the Guisarme chassis. Highly mobile and fitted for hostile environments
makes an excellent choice for scouts and recon-patrols. Has all the Guisarme capabilities.
Options:

Altimeter
Camouflage Unit
Gills
Jump Pads
QSU-E
Rad-liner (+75 SMR)
Smoke Generator

Total encumbrance is 18.1.

Flagbearer (45,000cr): The Flagbearer package is based on the Combat2 chassis and incorporates an AKMH helmet. Each piece is fitted
with a small amount of ablative liner. Many question the helmet choice and there has been a press release that the package is under review.
The current package is very useful for ARSAP teams and any operations in toxic or dangerous atmosphere.
Options:

IR dampener
QSU-E
Search Light
Gills
Camouflage Unit
Environmental Containment
Methane OR Oxygen Supply (8hours)
Ablative Liner (16 points; 3 points in head and chest, 2 points elsewhere)
Rad Liner (+75 SMR)
Thermometer
Altimeter
Internal Food Processor (60 units)



Accessories:
2 BRI
Backpack
Web Gear (belt, suspenders, two ammo pouches, canteen, cup, slap bandage)
Poncho
Digi-compass/GPS

The Flagbearer presents a saving of 4,995cr and is used by many companies and mega-corporations to outfit low level soldiers and
mercenaries on a budget. Total encumbrance is 49.3.

Indurate (47,000cr): this package is built to keep you fighting in the face of massive damage for the least money possible. Base chassis is
a Bear2 with a AKMH-2 helmet that has been refitted with Regenerative Armour Absorption of the same quality (RGM: 2d4). 
Bear2 Options:

Auto-med response: 6 MBRI's, 1 Rad-serum, 1 Bio-redox, 1 Chem-redox & 2 Necromal injections
Options:

Ablative Liner (56 points @ 7pts per location)
Regeneration Armor Absorption for AKMH-2 (10 points)
Rad-liner (SMR +75)
Environmental Containment
Rebreather (times 18 breathable atmosphere in suit)
Micro Air-supply (base 1 hour)
QSU-E
Camo-unit (detect wearer is -50 still, -30 moving)
IR Dampener (-30 to detect with IR & thermal)
Radar Absorbent Coating (LnL: Armour, pg. 44)
Grappling Hoist (LnL: Armour, pg. 41)

Total encumbrance is 54. Buying this package will save 3,950cr.

Shrike (325,000cr): Built on the vaunted Spymaster chassis the Shrike includes a MOH helmet to provide an impressive array of options
and subterfuge aids. This package is a magnificent choice for assassins, saboteurs and any other operative where stealth is of great
importance.
Spymaster Options:

Improved Camouflage unit (-60 to sight whilst moving, -80 whilst still)
Sonic dampener (-25 detect by noise)
Tow line (20m range, 75% chance barb sticks in concrete within 5m, -5% per metre, inflict 3-9 on tissue)
Skalers

Options:
Displacement Device
ECM (+20)
Environmental Containment
Jump Pads
Oxy Supply (8 hours)
Talons
QSU-E
Ablative Liner (36 points; 6 points in head, chest and abdomen, 5 points elsewhere)
A-grav Belt

Total encumbrance is 1.2 (or 41.2 if the anti-grav belt is disabled)

Pagan (700,000cr): Designed for survivability in heavy combat the Pagan is built on the KDA chassis with the KDA Sallet helmet.
Options:

Ablative Liner (42 points; 7 points each location, no extra in helmet because KDA Sallet has 12 points ablative as standard)
Anti-grav Belt (-40 Enc.)
Auto-doc
Displacement Device
ECM (+30)
Flux Shield, 100 points
Grappling Hoist
IR Dampener
Oxygen OR Methane Supply (8 hours)
Planar Explosive
Quick Draw
Rad Liner (+75 SMR)
UV Scrambler



Total encumbrance is 17.8 (57 if anti-grav belt fails).

Myrmidon (1,000,000cr): Based on a CD-7 chassis the myrmidon package is for heavy combat. It features guisarme movement at up to
65kph, four interferon missiles (two per arm) and a comprehensive suite of options (see below). All heavy armour is environmentally
contained. The package includes a TDA-2 helmet to assist combat accuracy. Commo range is upgraded to 22kms.
Options:

Ablative Liner (50 points: 2 points in helmet, 8 points elsewhere)
Anti-grav belt
Camouflage Unit
Drop Bag
Gyro Stabilisers in each arm (total of 2)
IR Dampener
Micro air supply (1 hour)
Quick Draw for one weapon
Rad Liner (+75 SMR)
TDA-2 targeting system, +20 to ranged attacks

Weapons:
Encasement reflex missile rack (holds 8 reflex missiles)
Digiton warhead reflex missiles (8)

Total encumbrance is 36.5 (76.5 if anti-grav belt fails).
The Myrmidon package presents a saving of 54,750cr.

HELMETS

AKMH-2: A long expected update to the AKMH: best of the low price-point helmets. This update increases damage resistance and
absorption layers. Commo-range is 22km.

Elitra Helm: The Elitra Helm is focused on lightest possible weight while still being effective and cheap. Good for ground pounders who
have to watch the weight of their kit.

DH-1c: Closed face version of the DH-1 open faced helmet. Cheap, better than nothing against omega weapons, moderately effective overall
and very good against projectile and laser weapons. 

ARK Sallet: ARK is a company with an interesting armour compound that is making them quite profitable. They have some kind of way to
make plas-steel very thin but still strong. This compound, they call ARK, is going to be picked up by all the other corporations sooner or
later and ARK will lose their one good product.

Rook: First of the 'hunter' series of helmets, the rook is black and pointy, with an intimidating appearance like the bird it is named after. It
also sports a decent sensor array with its included Vizex. 

KDA Sallet: The matching helmet for KDA has a limited sensor-suite: IR vision filter, UV vision filter, and monocular vision magnification.
Includes 14 points of ablative liner.

Aquiline: Most recent of the 'hunter' series has update design with better damage resistance and advanced absorption layering. This
helmet is hawk-like in shape and incorporates a sophisticated vision-enhancement suite that a lot of snipers like. Includes: Vizex, HUD link
to computer with ballistic compensation construct (+20 to negate wind and rain penalties).



ARMOUR OPTIONS

Communication Modules
Replacement communication modules that will fit in place of existing modules in most helmets on the market. Most armour technicians can
replace an existing comm-module with basic armourer tools in half-an-hour that will cost about 50cr from a paid service.

Communication Module Features
FEATURE ABILITIES

Computer-link Link comm system to a Vizex, Tac-Net, computer, Mazian communicor, or any other appropriate device
allowing, recording, and processing pre-transmission or post-transmission. Things that can be done with
this: depends on constructs in the computer, encryption, auto-squelch, voice-ID, etc. For the Mazian
communication device it can eliminate the Mazian's need to make, or have made for them, any sound at
all.

ECCM Electronic Counter Counter Measures overcome ECM activity such as jamming. (ineffective vs. encryption)

Encryption Digital encryption system with a level to indicate how secure it is.

Weather Compensator Also called Auto-squelch. By using a simple processor the comm can overcome many weather
interferences in reception by attenuating the signal. This only works for receiving a signal so weather
compensators are required by each party.

Whisper-comm System has an audio-transductive ear-piece that makes it very hard for external parties to hear the comm
when it makes sound to the user. The ear-piece also picks up vocalisations through vibration and allows
the sub-vocalisation technique (muttering under your breath). Whisper-comm comes in two types: earpiece
or sensor-pad (for those who don't have ears or don't want the ear-piece).

Cat Series [Anserke Space Systems]
The Cat Series of communication modules are favoured by espionage types for their in-built encryption and excellent whisper-
comm. They also have great-range/transmission strength to punch through the walls of most installations.

Lynx: whisper-comm, computer-link, encryption level-8, range of 40kms
Cougar: whisper-comm, computer-link, encryption level-10, range of 44kms
Tiger: whisper-comm, computer-link, encryption level-12, range of 50kms
Smilodon: whisper-comm, computer-link, encryption level-14, range of 66kms

Ranger Series [GalCorp, Mitsuhama]
The GalCorp and Mitsuhama project to produce the Ranger series of comm-modules put in place EMP hardening and extended
range. They are very popular with the corporate mercenaries.

Junior Ranger: range of 40kms, EMP SMR=helm+20
Ranger: whisper-comm, range of 54kms, EMP SMR=helm+20
Ridge Ranger: whisper-comm, weather compensator (auto-squelch) level-4, range of 68kms, EMP SMR=helm+30
Wilds Ranger: whisper-comm, weather compensator (auto-squelch) level-6, range of 110kms, EMP SMR=helm+30
Combat Ranger: whisper-comm, weather compensator (auto-squelch) level-7, computer-link, ECCM level-4,
encryption level-9, range of  110kms, EMP SMR=helm+35
Battle Ranger: whisper-comm, weather compensator (auto-squelch) level-8, computer-link, ECCM level-6, encryption
level-9, range of  110kms, EMP SMR=helm+40

Environmental Scrubbers: using a small air/methane supply, a special cartridge and a small power source (or running off a Mrs.
Fusion) this unit will scrub the air clean, recover water for drinking, within a suit that has the Environmental Containment modification.
This extends the amount of air and water in a suit by a factor of thirty with a minimum time of 100 minutes.

HESK (Hostile Environment Survival Kit): takes Environmental Scrubbers, adds a waste reclamation unit, bathing nanoids that clean
the wearer of waste secretions and shed skin or hair, and drastically extends the time one can survive inside environmentally contained
armour. It has its own power source and can be connected to a secondary power source as a backup, such as a Mrs. Fusion or  any
Balshrom energy magazine, to provide a factor of 50 on survival time in the suit with a minimum of 2 days. Add an internal food processor
and this option is excellent for anyone going to be a long way from resupply in a hostile environment. The HESK must be fitted to the chest
and abdomen locations. Chest portion is breath and water reclamation whilst the abdomen is waste recycling. Donning a suit fitted with the
HESK involves attaching and inserting conduits to handle waste-reclamation. If the conduits are not fitted then the HESK functions only for
air and water with survival time factored by three instead of 50.

Micro Air/Methane-Supply: a smaller version of air supply that provides 1 hour of breathable atmosphere. Requires Environmental
Containment.

Small Air/Methane-Supply: provides 4 hours of air supply. Requires Environmental Containment.



EQUIPMENT

OPERATIONS EQUIPMENT

ITEM SS ENC AV TL COST

Atomic Mini Cutter 98 5 C 5-7 5,000

Atomic Cutter 100 12 UC 5-7 20,000

Atomic Heavy Cutter 105 20 R 5-7 50,000

Digi-Compass (GPS) 90 1 P 3-5 150

Mini Plascutter 100 4 P 4-5 500

Plastorch 100 17 C 4-5 1,500

Atomic Mini Cutter: uses the same principles as a disintegrator to cut materials. It will cut anything not behind a flux shield of some kind.
Cuts 60 AI per combat round at THR of one. Threshold of 3, is cut at 20 AI per combat round, Threshold of 5 is cut at 12 AI per combat
round, THR of 600  is cut at a very slow 0.1 AI per combat round. If used as a weapon inflicts 10-60 to 50cm, 5-30 to one metre, and 1-6 to
5 metres as a disintegrator.

Atomic Cutter: standard size atomic cutter uses disintegrator technology to cut materials. Cuts 150 AI per combat round, divided by THR
of target. No limit to Threshold that can be cut but it takes longer. Eg. Cuts Threshold 5 at 30 AI per combat round, Threshold 10 at 15 AI
per combat round. One AI cut translates to about a centimetre of linear cutting in the material. If used as a weapon inflicts 15-150 to 50cm,
15-90 to one metre, and 6-36 to 5 metres as a disintegrator.

Atomic Heavy Cutter: this is the unit that spaceship wreckers use to cut those derelicts to bits. Uses external power source with its adapter
that connects to Mrs. Fusion, and most Alliance technology power sources to be found on spaceships. Cuts at 500 AI per combat round,
divided by THR. If used as a weapon inflicts 50-500 to 50cm, 15-150 to one metre, and 10-60 to 5 metres as a disintegrator.

Digi-Compass (GPS): the digi-compass displays bearing to 1/100th of a degree based on magnetic north and true north. It also doubles as
a GPS computer where available (most TL-3+ worlds) and can display longitude and latitude coordinates – in the 8-digit grid reference if
required as well as standard degrees/minutes/second, decimal degrees, arc-radians and other units of measure. The GPS computer can
store 100's of locations with small notes, plot routes on road systems when map-softs are provided (generally about 50cr per continent)
and hook into commercial advertising networks to find services and retailers. Gives +40% to Navigation (Land and Air) checks.

Mini Plascutter: A small pistol shaped tool that generates a plasma-stream to cut or braze various grades of metal. With the correct skill
the mini plascutter can disable/open most mechanical locks in 1-3 seconds. The plascutter can be tuned-down in power to braze, weld and
solder most metals. This tool runs on mini plas-cutter cartridges which have power and fuel-gas and allow up to 30 minutes of cutting time.
Cuts THR of one at 8 AI per combat round. Maximum threshold cut is 40. Used as a weapon a mini plascutter inflicts 1-8 damage to 1
metre.
Encumbrance: 1 for plascutter, 3 for cartridge. 
Cost: 500cr for plascutter, cartridges cost 50cr each.

Plastorch: A more powerful version of the mini plascutter listed above but can be set to use available atmosphere to charge into plasma
and thus does not need fuel cells. It can still accept fuel cells for use in null-atmosphere environments. The plastorch is larger than the
mini-plascutter and more robust. The plastorch output can be tuned for welding or soldering most metals. When the torch is on maximum
power it can cut THR of 200 at one AI per combat round or THR of one at 200 AI per combat round which is about as fast as you can move
the unit it will cut THR one steel. The plastorch tanks fuel this tool with power and gas giving 30 minutes  at maximum output. Every
plastorch can be hooked up to a Mrs. Fusion, or similar power source, then set to use atmospheric gas as fuel. Used as a weapon a
plastorch inflicts 20-200 damage to one metre.
Encumbrance: 5 for Plastorch, 12 for tank. 
Cost: 1500cr for plastorch, tanks cost 200cr each.

ESPIONAGE EQUIPMENT

ITEM SS ENC AV TL COST

Energy Field Suppressor 90 0.25 VR 5-7 5,000

Power Shielding Bag 100 1 VR 5-7 varies

Energy Field Suppressor: a modular electrically powered unit that can attach to the magazine well or a weapon or the casiong of any
power source via small molecular adhesion pads. It suppresses the residual energy of non-shielded power sources, such as energy weapon



magazines, batteries, fusion packs, etc. It is 90% effective (-90 to scanner tests to detect power signatures). Mostly illegal throughout the
Alliance.

Power Shielding Bag: Holds gear and masks power signatures. Uses a sophisticated Faraday cage which also makes the contents EMP
proof. Customs, and other security, scanners are -90 to detect devices in the bag. This is the unit most diplomats use! Cost is 5000cr per 7
encumbrance that the bag can hold. Bigger bags are available and follow the same cost:ENC formula.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

ITEM SS ENC AV TL COST

Blood Stopper 105 0.25 UC 5-7 1,000

Limb Saver 105 2 UC 5-7 15,000

Blood Stopper: a clear nano-polymer shallow bowl, similar to a petri dish, that is placed on a profusely bleeding wound or severed limb.
The blood stopper will sterilise the area under the unit then detect blood flow and redirect the blood from the major arteries back to the
major veins. Blood stoppers work for any race that has arteries and veins. They are meant to keep the wounded from bleeding out from
massive trauma. The unit is very tough and based on the same materials with which the Versicard is constructed. Blood stoppers are self-
sterilising and reusable.

Limb Saver: using the principles of the blood stopper this device is much more sophisticated and can keep a severed limb alive for as long
as it has power and nutrients. Cartridges with enough power and nutrients that the device will keep a limb alive for 2 days and cost only
100cr each (they are just batteries and saline-glucose-protein solution vessels). Unlike the Blood Stopper the Limb Saver is race specific.

OPERATIONS PACKAGES AND KITS

Package deals on all you need to complete your mission. Whether it is securing your LZ or securing a rivals data-archive these kits have
what you need to get it done.

Urban B & E
Atomic Mini Cutter
Power Shield Bag
Climbing gear
Visex goggles
Null suit
Electronic Tool Kit
Cracker body computer

RDF Entrenchment: for Rapid Deployment Forces to quickly entrench and defend a position. 
Instant Hole (6 units)
Concertina Wire (200m)
Vibro-rod (6 units)
IR Detectors
Shovels (6 units)
Sand bags (500)
Claymore kit (12 mines, 12 radio detonators, 12 electronic detonators)



CYBERNETICS

Recovery Time is how long until the cybernetic becomes usable. Where a procedure time is as long as the recovery time that means the
cybernetic is usable at the end of the procedure.

TYPE PROCEDURE PROCEDURE TIME RECOVERY TIME AV TL COST +

Blood Filter Surgery 20mins 1 week UC 4-6 10,000

Blood Filter (pAI) Surgery 20mins 1 week R 5-6 25,000

Muscular Enhancement Injection regime 10mins/day for 3 weeks 3 weeks R 4-6 50,000 a

Optical Restructuring Injection regime 5mins/day for 2 weeks 2 weeks VC 5-6 20,000 c

Overnight Fitness Nanoid Injection 5minutes 1 day R 6+ 500,000 ab

Skeletal Nano-truss Injection regime 10mins/day for 3 months 3 months VR 5-7 50,000

Synaptic Acceleration Injection regime 5mins/day for 2 weeks 2 weeks R 6+ 500,000 ab

Synth-Stoneskin Injection regime 10mins/day for 8 weeks 8 weeks U 6+ 1.5M a

Total Reinforcement Injection regime 10mins/day for 4 weeks 4 weeks VR 5-6 250,000 a

Vat-grown Perfect Eyes Surgery 2 weeks grow/4hrs surgery 4 weeks P 4-6 2,500 c

+ indicates compatibility between cybernetic. Anything with a common letter in this column is not compatible.

Blood Filter: nano-tech hybrid bio/cyber-filter sits near the liver and removes toxins or other harmful substances from the bloodstream.
Gives a second SMR at +75 against the substance to recover any lost BP or statistics. If the second SMR fails then the filter failed to pick up
the substance. Can be programmed to filter out additional compounds with a Body Computer, wireless-link, and a level-8 Biology or level-6
Chemistry check. Each additional Blood Filter gives an extra SMR roll.

Blood Filter (pAI): a pAI version of the Blood Filter that one can upload the compound's chemical structure and the pAI alters the blood
filter to allow or block that compound if detected. Each additional Blood Filter gives an extra SMR roll.

Muscular Enhancement: this treatment gives an additional 6 levels in Strength skill (without costing Skill Points). It can be taken by
anyone and increases the Strength skill “ceiling” by 6. Therefore if the subject did not have any Strength skill they can still learn it or take
the other drugs for 6 levels. Overall one can have 12 levels in Strength skill if they have this treatment. This makes the subjects musculature
more like Gemini or Python races and for that reason those races cannot receive this treatment.

Optical Restructuring: alters eye structures with germ-line gene-therapy and various chemical injections. Gives perfect vision (+30), full
nightvision (no penalties if there is some available light, such as starlight), and flare-compensation (+50% SMR vs. flash blindness).

Overnight Fitness: this nanoid cluster is injected to the patient's bloodstream. It enhances their metabolism and alters their sleep
patterns. After recovery the nanoids provide 4 levels in Deep Sleep and 5 levels in Breathing. They also consume excess fat and stimulate
muscle growth giving 3 levels of Strength. This all takes place overnight whilst in a deep sleep. Awakening from this sleep is not good and
the character will be at +3 initiative, -20 Manual Dexterity, Agility and all skill tests until they get a full sleep – this is from being addled,
having twitchiness and loss of co-ordination. Popular treatment with celebrities and the wealthy.

Skeletal Nano-truss: nanoid treatment via injections builds gauze steel nano-truss structures within the patient's bones, strengthening
them greatly against damage and breakage. Where a critical strike states a broken bone, make an SS roll with +50 and the bone did not
break. Does not help in the event of a severed limb result on the critical strike roll. Also adds the patient's size class in body points to their
existing total.

Synaptic Acceleration: Nerve-fibre modification with specialised nanites and chemical aids increases agility and reaction time. Adds 20
points to Agility, additional -2 Initiative and 10 points of Manual Dexterity. This treatment is illegal in regulated sports organisations like
Cyball.

Synth-Stoneskin: alters the subjects skin to become a synthetic version of Gemini stoneskin. Threshold of 3. There is a loss of tactile
definition and the subject suffers -20 to Manual Dexterity statistic. The results of the treatment are blatantly obvious with the subject have
skin like stone. Side-effect: subject's breathing requirements are increased by the stoneskin's metabolic necessities. This effectively means
the subject will only get 75% duration of any air-supplies. An 8-hour air supply before the treatment will only provide 6 hours.

Total Reinforcement: germ-line gene-therapy alters the patient's tissue and bone structures for optimal toughness and strength. This
treatment is only for oxygen breathers and non-Python races. Adds: +20 Strength, +6 body points and +20 Constitution (with the extra BP
added on top, and any levels in Body Points recalculated with the new Con. Bonus). Cannot be combined with Synth-Stoneskin or Muscular
Enhancement.



Vat-Grown Perfect Eyes: Perfect eyes are genetically altered versions of the patient's own eyes so that all imperfections are removed. In
game terms they remove any visual penalties from injury, genetic disorder, or other physical cause. This procedure is very common in the
higher tech-level worlds and because of the big turnover of customers the surgery and recovery treatments are well refined. Starts with a
gene-sample and the eyes are then vat-grown in 2 weeks. When the eyes pass the quality controls the surgery is ready to take place and can
be booked by the patient at their convenience. Recovery time is for full recovery. Generally patients can leave after 3 days with some vision
but must not exert themselves for 2 weeks. Full and complete recovery from the procedure takes the listed 4 weeks. This procedure can be
performed as part of a Clone Production service; usually with little extra cost.


